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continued on back

How to Present Yourself When Writing a Business Analyst Resume

Have a clear idea of the skills required to be competent as a business analyst before writing 
you resume for it. Potential employers like to have employees who are sharp, organized, and 
efficient. Therefore, this must show through in the information you choose to include in your 
resume. Demonstrate competence in the field by listing previous work experiences in related 
fields and highlighting your responsibilities to show what you are capable of accomplishing. 
Keeping your resume specific to the position of business analyst will be the key to keeping your 

potential employer’s focus. Provide information that you know your potential employer will be looking for.

Writing an effective resume is all about proper presentation of the facts.  Generally, in order to have a competitive 
advantage when applying for a given position, an effective and clear resume is a must.  In the field of business 
analysis, the resume is precisely what is required to get a realistic opportunity at landing a particular position.  
When an employer has a job opening for a business analyst, they are in need of a professional and capable person 
with the proper experience and know-how to be effective.  Like any team player, the business analyst is expected to 
see the big picture and add significant value to the team of employees within a firm, or be capable of seeing holes 
which allow profits to escape a company.  When an employer is looking for a suitable business analyst to fill an open 
position, they want the person most likely to add value to the team of employees and the firm itself.  Therefore, 
proper presentation of qualifications specific to the position is an absolute necessity.

There are a few things you must keep in mind when forming a resume for a position as a business analyst.  First and 
foremost, you should keep in mind that a potential employer is looking for someone who is proficient in business 
analysis.  This may seem self-explanatory, but the fact is, many professionals make their resume so broad a 
potential employer sees nothing but another generic applicant for their position.  Since being an effective business 
analyst is all about proficiency in business analysis, the best way to grasp the attention of a potential employer is by 
painting a picture of efficiency in business analysis.  Another serious concern for anyone writing a resume in general 
is addressing their field with specificity, using everything within their history to prove they are not only an effective 
employee in general, but that they can deliver results consistently within their field.

What is business analysis all about and what can make you a hot prospect within the field in the eyes of a potential 
employer?  The goal of such analysis is to find and address inefficiencies within the command and supply chain 
within a business.  These inefficiencies are precisely what make the difference between a highly profitable, highly 
efficient business and every other business out there.  Through business analysis, businesses seek to increase their 
profitability and efficiency within almost all aspects of their business, thus increasing raw value at the investment 
level.  Business analysis involves the sum total of a set of tasks which attempts to seek out the problems within 
a business and solve them.  With these major aspects of business analysis in mind, we can safely assume that a 
business analyst should display above average problem solving capabilities in order to be an asset to an analysis 
firm.

Remember that a human being will be sifting through your resume looking for a highly valuable applicant.  Always 
make your resume user friendly so that anyone who simply scans over it will be drawn in.  An excellent technique 
to ensure you include only information relevant to the position you’re applying for is to write up a master resume 
before drafting the actual resume you’re going to submit.  A master resume is a large log of all your training, 
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experience, and accolades concerning your work in general since you began studying until now.  This master resume 
will act as a reference for when you are forming your specific resume for the business analyst position you are 
seeking.  Since your master resume will include every little thing, you will be able to more easily pull anything of use 
when writing your final resume and will benefit from many nuances you may have missed otherwise if you were too 
specifically focused when writing your final resume.

Focus on tailoring your strengths to meet the needs of the position.  This means that if lots of experience is not one 
of your strong points because you are fresh out of college, elaborate why your education makes you an effective 
analyst.  Likewise, if you have massive amounts of significant experience, do not only list it, but show why it makes 
you particularly well suited for the position.  Do not underestimate the effectiveness of directing your expertise in 
such a way that will draw an employer in who is looking for an excellent prospect for a vacant position within their 
company.  

If you can manage to keep these aspects of an effective resume in mind, you will enjoy a larger percentage of 
interested employers when you submit your resume for a business analyst position.  


